Alaska Reading Coalition’s comments on Working Draft SSSB6 A

Bill Language

Changes

Notes & Rationales if needed

After the “duties of the
“Comprehensive literacy plan” is
Department of Education and the language of ESSA.
Early Development; (insert)
States are supposed to have
establish support and guidance these and they are supposed to
for both I.D.E.A.’s “child find” be designed to include not
and ESSA’s “Comprehensive
exclude so logically this includes
literacy plan” which both
a plan that acknowledges
engage early reading screening; dyslexia so that early
establishing a “comprehensive intervention includes the needs
literacy plan” in the Department of students with disabilities. It
of Education and Early
makes sense to connect to this
Development that is inclusive of language for consistency and
all students including those with grants etc…
dyslexia; and providing for an ESSA- C.2221.{20 U.S.C. 6641}
effective date
Purposes; Definitions ``SEC.
2221. &lt;&lt;NOTE: 20 USC
6641.&gt;&gt; PURPOSES;
DEFINITIONS.
``(a) Purposes.--The purposes of this
subpart are--``(1) to improve student
academic achievement in reading and
writing by providing Federal support to
States to develop,
revise, or update comprehensive
literacy instruction plans……..

in section H of the same :

`(H) uses age-appropriate, valid, and
reliable screening assessments, diagnostic
assessments, formative assessment
processes, and summative assessments to
identify a child's learning needs, to
inform instruction, and to monitor the

Bill Language

Changes

Notes & Rationales if needed
child's progress and the effects of
instruction;

Likewise IDEA language defines
“reading screening” particular to
identifying disability – (B)
Screening reading assessment The
term “screening reading assessment”
means an assessment that is— (i) valid,
reliable, and based on scientifically
based reading research; and (ii) a brief
procedure designed as a first step in
identifying children who may be at
high risk for delayed development or
academic failure and in need of
further diagnosis of their need for
special services or additional reading
instruction.

Insert : Including screening
protocol written by the district
that complies with both ESSA
and IDEA; key indicators of risk
for dyslexia (poor PA and RAN).

Report the results of early
education reading screening for
age level proficiency in prereading skills of PA and letter
sound knowledge and the
percentage of those students
who responded to intervention
(MTSS) and the number referred
for more assessment and IDEA
services.

If the comprehensive plan
involves screening, as required
by ESSA and IDEA, it is
appropriate to inform parents of
screening protocol and the
results of such screening.

Bill Language

Changes

Notes & Rationales if needed

Give DEED fewer excuses to
(b) The department [may] shall avoid the work.

Delete the qualifier. Reduce the
(g) A grant under this section [is excuses of DEED and the
subject to appropriation, but] Legislature to step away from
their funding responsibilities.

Bill Language

Changes

Line 23

Line 4

Notes & Rationales if needed
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Notes & Rationales if needed

AG: Line 14 Sec 14.07.050 (2)
• Suggest the wording move
A fact question for line 4: Do
from “text books” to core,
you really mean three-year olds,
supplemental and intervention or is that a typo?
programs for students identified
as having a reading deficiency.
• There needs to be a clearer
statement about instructional
programming. Textbooks are
sort of old school terminology.
Most instructional programs are
online with supplemental
materials. You can require that a
district select instructional
programming materials from an
approved list.
• You can also write in that all
districts will provide, to the
department, and post it online,
the current reading instructional
materials and be subject to
periodic review.
• Districts should not be allowed
to use funds for materials that
are not evidence based—this is
against ESSA Federal guidelines.
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Changes

Notes & Rationales if needed

line 19
Lines 23-30
AG: Line 17 Sec 14.30.760 (a)
• This sounds odd to me. The
department is “implementing”
or the department is supporting
the districts to implement. Why
is the responsibility on the
department rather than the
district? I am wondering about
districts pushing back on local
control.
Line 19-27 Sec 14.30.760 (1)(AC)
• This section does not
accurately identify the five
components of reading which
are: phonemic awareness,
phonics, fluency, vocabulary and
comprehension. Do not break

Bill Language

Changes
Notes & Rationales if needed
each component out or districts
will use programs that only
cover what you stated. Also, it
makes it look as if the bill
makers did not understand what
they are writing.
Just list the five components.
• (A) Should read: phonemic
awareness (not phonic
awareness)
• (B) Phonics
• (C) Vocabulary
• (D) Reading Fluency, including
oral skills
• (E) Reading Comprehension
Line 30 Sec 14.30.760 (2)(A)
• This read, Department
approved statewide screening
or assessment tool. Again, you
are inferring that the
department is responsible for
doing this rather than provide a
list of tools.
• Tools should be carefully
evaluated by the department.
As with above, a district should
only use state funds to purchase
assessment products that the
department has approved. USE
APPROVED LISTS
Line 9
AG: Line 9 - 21Sec 14.30.760
(3)(B)
• All screening assessments
should be determined valid and
reliable for measuring the five
components of reading for the
grade they are intended. This
should be included. There are
many assessments that do not
measure all five components
only Star Renaissance measures
all five. There isn’t one
screening that adequately
measures all five and districts

Line 5. Do you mean DEED
provides instruction itself? Does
not make sense to me as
written because DEED folks
don’t instruct kids.
From Posie but they do in other
States and they can.

Bill Language

Changes
may need to consider multiple
tools.
• There also needs to be some
clarity about diagnostic and
screening assessments and the
utilization of each.

Notes & Rationales if needed

AG: Line 22 – 28 Sec 14.30.765
• I am not well versed in
retention policy, and need to
defer to others
• It is not clear how long after
the first screening a student
should receive a reading plan?
Or how it is determined a
student should exit a reading
plan.
• Wouldn’t a student who is
going to be retained need a
diagnostic reading
measurement rather than just
relying on screenings?
Delete lines 6 to 9
Not in ESSA- C.2221.{20 U.S.C.
6641} Purposes; Definitions
``SEC. 2221. &lt;&lt;NOTE: 20
USC 6641.&gt;&gt; PURPOSES;
DEFINITIONS.

See attachments from Nancy
Duggan.
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Line 27

Delete [Delayed grade level
progression].

The term is gobbledeegook, and
says “retention” in eight
syllables rather than three.
A bigger problem is that it
incorrectly implies that
retention is an intervention
method, when it is not.
I have not seen data showing
that retention by itself improves
reading. Bob Griffin’s Florida
expert said that retention alone,
holding reading instruction
equal, gets no attribution for
Florida reading improvements.
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Changes

At line 6, add and shall establish
intensive acceleration classes
with reading instruction and
intervention for the majority of
student contact time each day
and have a reduced teacher-tostudent ratio.
Line 22
Starting on page 16, line 29,
replace [literacy] with reading
on pages 16 to 29.

Notes & Rationales if needed

The language copies from (k)
below wrt fouth grade
retainees.
Let’s not delay the most serious
intervention until the student is
held back at nine years old.
Instead, provide that same level
of help to the struggling first,
second and third graders too.
The term literacy is too broad
and deviates from the reading
focus promoted by the bill’s
supporters.
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AG: Line 10 -1 2Sec 14.30.770
(4)
• You MUST make it clear what
the training and specifications of
the reading interventionist must
be. AK does not have a specific
reading endorsement. It is
CRITICAL you outline the
minimum qualifications of a
reading interventionist!!
• Make sure this section states
that the reading intervention is
based on evidence and science
and the theoretical models are
aligned with science based
reading intervention.
Line 23, 31

Line 16
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